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1 There is no formal upper limit on semimajor axis fo
we use a < 4.20 AU.
a b s t r a c t

Canada’s Near-Earth Object Surveillance Satellite (NEOSSat), set to launch in early 2012, will search for
and track Near-Earth Objects (NEOs), tuning its search to best detect objects with a < 1.0 AU. In order
to construct an optimal pointing strategy for NEOSSat, we needed more detailed information in the
a < 1.0 AU region than the best current model (Bottke, W.F., Morbidelli, A., Jedicke, R., Petit, J.M., Levison,
H.F., Michel, P., Metcalfe, T.S. [2002]. Icarus 156, 399–433) provides. We present here the NEOSSat-1.0
NEO orbital distribution model with larger statistics that permit finer resolution and less uncertainty,
especially in the a < 1.0 AU region. We find that Amors = 30.1 ± 0.8%, Apollos = 63.3 ± 0.4%, Atens =
5.0 ± 0.3%, Atiras (0.718 < Q < 0.983 AU) = 1.38 ± 0.04%, and Vatiras (0.307 < Q < 0.718 AU) = 0.22 ± 0.03%
of the steady-state NEO population. Vatiras are a previously undiscussed NEO population clearly defined
in our integrations, whose orbits lie completely interior to that of Venus. Our integrations also uncovered
the unexpected production of retrograde orbits from main-belt asteroid sources; this retrograde NEA
population makes up ’0.1% of the steady-state NEO population. The relative NEO impact rate onto
Mercury, Venus, and Earth, as well as the normalized distribution of impact speeds, was calculated from
the NEOSSat-1.0 orbital model under the assumption of a steady-state. The new model predicts a slightly
higher Mercury impact flux.

� 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Motivation

The Near-Earth Object (NEO) population consists of minor plan-
ets with perihelia q < 1.3 AU.1 The asteroidal component of the NEO
population is divided into the four named classes: Amors (1.017 <
q < 1.3 AU), Apollos (a > 1.0 AU, q < 1.017 AU), Atens (a < 1.0 AU,
Q > 0.983 AU), and now Atiras (0.718 < Q < 0.983 AU), where Q is
the orbit’s aphelion distance. In recent literature, Atira-class aster-
oids form part of what has been called Interior-Earth Objects (IEOs)
(Michel et al., 2000), because their orbits lie completely interior to
Earth’s orbit. The name Apoheles, which was suggested by the
discoverers of 1998 DK36, is Hawaiian for ‘orbit’ and was chosen
as another name for this NEA class for its similarity to the words
‘aphelion’ and ‘helios’; unfortunately this object became unobserv-
able and is thus not able to be formally named. The NEO 2003
CP20 was discovered by the LINEAR survey and upon being tracked
to a high-quality orbit was named 163693 Atira. Following historical
precedent, we thus adopt the name Atira for this class of NEO, after
its first named member (Schmadel, 2009). Atiras are in some sense
ll rights reserved.

t).
r the NEO population although
the symmetric opposite of Amors, having Q touching the Aten
population just as Amors have a q boundary on the Apollo interface.

NEOs originate in the asteroid main-belt and Jupiter-family
comet (P < 20 years) regions (or other cometary reservoirs).
Resonances located within the main asteroid belt with strong
eccentricity-pumping mechanisms can drop asteroid pericenters
into near-Earth space. Two particularly important such resonances
are the 3:1 mean-motion resonance with Jupiter and the m6 secular
resonance, which occurs when the precession rate of the asteroid’s
longitude of perihelion matches that of the sixth secular frequency
of the Solar System. Lifetimes inside these resonances are a few
hundred thousand years before objects are pushed into the Sun
(Gladman et al., 1997). However, planetary close encounters can
kick objects either into or out of resonances. If an object leaves
the resonance, it can live for tens to hundreds of millions of years
random walking in a as it experiences a sequence of planetary
close encounters. Asteroids can also escape the main-belt through
mean-motion resonances with Mars or three-body mean-motion
resonances with the giant planets and reach orbits which cross that
of Mars. Martian close encounters can then put objects onto near-
Earth orbits. These low-inclination Mars-crossing objects are
known (Bottke et al., 2000a) as the Intermediate Mars Crossers
(IMC source) and the outer main-belt (OMB) region also has strong
mean-motion resonances and three-body resonances which can
supply NEOs (Bottke et al., 2002).
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Jupiter can scatter Jupiter-family comets (JFCs) onto near-Earth
orbits. Jupiter, however, is much more efficient at throwing objects
out of the Solar System, so NEOs produced from the JFCs only ac-
count for ’6% of the total steady-state NEO population (Bottke
et al., 2002). Other sources could also feed the NEO population at
a minor level. The Hungaria and Phocaea families are both located
near the m6 secular resonance and the 3:1 mean-motion resonance.
However, their inclinations are large enough to keep them from
entering the m6 resonance and the planetary close encounters
which could push them into near-Earth space are less frequent at
high inclinations. Halley-type comets (20 < P < 200 years) and
long-period comets (P > 200 years) can also make their way into
near-Earth space as they encounter resonances and experience
planetary close encounters. However, because these objects spend
most of their time far from the Earth, determining the size of the
populations is difficult. As of 2002 Spacewatch had not discovered
any HTCs or LPCs on orbits with q < 1.3 AU (Bottke et al., 2002). For
this reason these sources are currently not considered primary
suppliers of the NEO population.

It is a long process to reach near-Earth space from the asteroidal
and cometary source regions. It is even more arduous to obtain orbits
with a < 1.0 AU, making Atens and Atiras the least populous of the
NEO classes. This is in part the reason the number of observed Aten
and Atira class asteroids is small compared to the number of Amors
and Apollos. Atens and Atiras also spend less time at high solar elon-
gations, making them more difficult to observe from ground-based
telescopes. These a < 1.0 AU NEOs are also scientifically interesting
because they make potential targets for future manned and un-
manned space probe missions (Binzel et al., 2004; Hildebrand
et al., 2004; Abell et al., 2009). A better understanding of the NEO
orbital distribution (including Atens and Atiras) will also allow tight-
ening impact chronology on the terrestrial planets (Marchi et al.,
2009; Le Feuvre and Wieczorek, 2011). These seldom-observed
asteroid populations are the focus of NEOSSat’s observational goals.

Ground-based telescopes have been quite successful in observ-
ing NEOs. In 1989, the Spacewatch program at the University of Ari-
zona’s Lunar and Planetary Laboratory made the first automated
discovery of an NEO (1989 UP) (Gehrels and Jedicke, 1996). Within
the next 7 years, Spacewatch discovered �75 NEAs (Gehrels and
Jedicke, 1996). Spacewatch has since increased this number by
roughly an order of magnitude. Other surveys, like LINEAR (Stuart,
2001) and Catalina have since discovered thousands2 of NEOs. How-
ever, ground-based telescopes have several disadvantages when it
comes to increasing the census of Atens and Atiras. From the ground,
telescopes observing during night hours can only see objects which
are located at high enough solar elongations. Although observations
at solar elongations less than 60� are possible from the ground, this
is only during a brief time window after or before twilight. Space-
based telescopes are unconstrained by the daylight cycle and are
not affected by light pollution and weather conditions on the ground.
From orbit, their longer baselines allow for parallax distance mea-
surements of objects as well as tracking of fast-moving objects.

Canada’s NEOSSat is a joint project between the Canadian Space
Agency (CSA) and Defense Research and Development Canada
(DRDC) (Hildebrand et al., 2004). The science mission via CSA is
to search for and track NEOs, specifically those on orbits with
a < 1.0 AU. NEOSSat is designed similarly to the Microvariability
and Oscillations of Stars (MOST) space telescope (Walker et al.,
2003). NEOSSat features an attached baffle allowing the satellite
to look as close as 45� to the Sun. In order to optimize an efficient
pointing strategy for NEOSSat to maximize the number of detec-
tions, a model of the NEO orbital distribution with good statistics
in the a < 1.0 AU region is needed.
2 See the JPL NEO Discovery Statistics website: http://neo.jpl.nasa.gov/stats/.
1.1. Past work with numerical integrations

Once it was discovered that objects in the main-belt can be fed
into the NEO region through resonances, several numerical integra-
tions have been done to model this process and the resulting NEO
orbital distribution. During the 1970s, Wetherill developed
Monte-Carlo models of collisionally-fragmented objects injected
into the m6 and 3:1 resonances which slowly raised their eccentric-
ities until Mars could gravitationally remove them from the reso-
nance (Wetherill, 1979). Further Martian close encounters caused
random walking in a until these objects reached Earth-crossing
space. Greenberg and Chapman (1983) produced similar models
of cratering debris from large-body impacts reaching near-Earth
space after being injected into resonances. Both models found the
path to near-Earth space via resonances took �1 Myr to reach
barely Earth-crossing orbits (Greenberg and Nolan, 1993) with typ-
ical lifetimes of tens of Myr. By the 1990s computers had become
powerful enough to perform numerical integrations of statistically
significant numbers of objects starting in these resonances.
Farinella et al. (1994) showed that on a timescale of �1 Myr, eccen-
tricities of objects injected into orbital resonances can be increased
not only to Earth-crossing orbits, but to sun-grazing orbits. This
marks the turning point of our modern understanding that main-
belt resonances are efficient direct NEA producers. Numerical inte-
grations (Gladman et al., 1997) showed typical dynamical lifetimes
of particles placed within many main-belt resonances to be only a
few million years, most particles being terminated by becoming
Sun grazers or being ejected from the Solar System by Jupiter.
Because this dynamical lifetime is much shorter than the age of
the Solar System, there must be a stable source resupplying these
asteroidal source regions within the main asteroid belt. Collisions
(Farinella et al., 1993), semimajor axis drift driven by Yarkovsky
(Farinella and Vokrouhlický, 1999; Bottke et al., 2001), and chaotic
dissipation (Morbidelli and Nesvorný, 1999; Carruba et al., 2003)
are possible supply mechanisms for the main-belt orbital resonances.

Morbidelli and Nesvorný (1999) showed that in addition to the
m6 and 3:1 resonances, Mars-crossing asteroids also efficiently pop-
ulate the NEO region. This population of Mars-crossing asteroids is
produced through chaotic diffusion of objects migrating in e, typi-
cally living for �25 Myr (Morbidelli and Nesvorný, 1999). The IMC
population (q > 1.3 AU, 2.06 6 a 6 2.48 AU or 2.52 6 a 6 2.80 AU,
and i 6 15�) is populated by asteroids leaving mean-motion
resonances with Mars and three-body mean-motion resonances
(Morbidelli and Nesvorný, 1999) or removed from the 3:1 and m6

resonances due to Martian close encounters (Bottke et al., 2002).
Several mean-motion resonances with Jupiter are located in the
outer part of the main asteroid belt along with many three-body res-
onances. These e-pumping resonances can also produce chaotic dif-
fusion of outer main-belt (OMB) asteroids onto near-Earth orbits
(Morbidelli and Nesvorný, 1999).

Numerical integrations of the orbits of known short-period
comets (P < 200 years) performed by Levison and Duncan (1994)
gave a median lifetime (from the current time) of �500,000 years
until most objects were either ejected from the Solar System or be-
came Sun grazers. The number of sun-grazing short-period comets
found by these numerical integrations was significantly larger than
previous analytical estimates (Levison and Duncan, 1994). This
result pointed to the short-period comet population as a non-
negligible source of NEOs after a large number may lose their
cometary aspect due to de-volitalization.3 Levison and Duncan
(1997) found ’30% of the particles evolving out of the Kuiper belt
reached orbits with q < 2.5 AU at some time during their lives. Some
3 We adopt the terminology that a q < 1.3 AU object with coma is a comet and not
an NEO, otherwise the object is termed a near-Earth comet (NEC) and not considered
here.

http://neo.jpl.nasa.gov/stats/


Table 1
Number of test particles integrated for each source region for the Bottke et al. (2002)
model, our B02 recomputation, and the NEOSSat-1.0 model.

Source
region

Bottke
et al. (2002)

B02 recomputation NEOSSat-1.0
model

m6 3519 3000 27,000
3:1 2354 987 19,740
IMC 2977 5568 11,136
OMB 1964 1964 3928

Total 10,814 11,519 61,804
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of these have a < 4.2 AU and thus would be NEOs. Because the time
spent in the JFC region by the known JFCs is short (�0.1 Myr; Levison
and Duncan, 1994), there must be a significant population of objects
in the Kuiper belt to supply the known JFC population (Bottke et al.,
2002). For this reason the JFC population is also considered a primary
NEO source.

The most recent comprehensive set of numerical integrations
used to model the NEO population was computed by Bottke et al.
(2002). Five source regions were included in these computations:
the m6 secular resonance, the 3:1 mean-motion resonance, the
intermediate source Mars crosser (IMC) population, the outer
main-belt (OMB) population, and the Jupiter-family comet (JFC)
population. The integrations of particles initialized in the Kuiper
Belt (the JFC source region) used by Bottke et al. (2002) were those
of Levison and Duncan (1997). To determine the contribution of
each source region to the overall a < 4.2 AU NEO orbital distribu-
tion, Bottke et al. (2002) fit their integrated steady-state for each
source to the Spacewatch observations. Their best-fit parameters
for the source contributions were am6 ¼ 0:37� 0:08, aIMC = 0.27 ±
0.03, a3:1 = 0.20 ± 0.08, aOMB = 0.10 ± 0.01, and aJFC = 0.06 ± 0.04
which can be interpreted as the fraction of the steady-state NEO
population from each source. Note that in a given sub-region of
orbital parameter space these fractions can vary widely; for exam-
ple, more than 37% of the Atens come from the m6 since the JFC and
OMB sources contribute no Atens. This model also broke down the
resulting predicted population into each NEO class,4 with Amors
constituting 31 ± 1%, Apollos 61 ± 1%, Atens 6 ± 1%, and IEOs 2 ± 0%
of the NEO population, where we assume the final IEO uncertainty
was not zero, but rather <0.5%. We will further break the IEO popu-
lation into three subgroups in Section 2 with Atiras as the most pop-
ulous of these groups.

Though the dominant population regions (Amors and Apollos)
of the NEO orbital distribution are well represented in the Bottke
et al. (2002) model, we concluded that the uncertainty in the
a < 1.0 AU region was too large to plan an optimal pointing strategy
for NEOSSat to discover and track Atens and Atiras. We also had
concern that the exclusion of Mercury from their integrations
could have caused the a < 1.0 AU populations to be distributed dif-
ferently than in their orbital model. For these reasons we were
motivated to compute a new steady-state NEO orbital distribution,
with more test particles and greater integrator accuracy.

In this paper, we first present a recomputation of the Bottke
et al. (2002) integrations in order to prove reproducibility and
understand the effect of small-number statistics present in the
model. We then present a new set of numerical integrations to
model the steady-state NEO orbital distribution with better statis-
tics in the a < 1.0 AU region. The NEOSSat-1.0 NEO orbital model
consists of approximately six times as many test particles as the
Bottke et al. (2002) model. We show the uncertainty in the
a < 1.0 AU NEO populations of the NEOSSat-1.0 model are signifi-
cantly improved. A description of two previously undiscussed pop-
ulations seen in the NEOSSat-1.0 model can be found in Section 5.
Section 6 discusses the relative NEO impact rate onto Mercury, Ve-
nus, and Earth along with the normalized distribution of impact
speeds computed for the NEOSSat-1.0 model.
5

2. Recomputation of the Bottke et al. (2002) integrations

Due to recent increases in computational power, we present
here new numerical integrations similar to those of Bottke et al.
(2002) with several improvements. Our first set of integrations
was a simple recomputation of the Bottke et al. (2002) integrations
4 Bottke et al. (2002) normalized their population fractions only to the Q > 0.983 AU
region. We have included the near-Sun populations and renormalized these fractions.
with similar initial conditions, using only a smaller timestep, in or-
der to prove reproducibility. In fact, we obtained the precise initial
conditions used by the previous integrations. Although chaotic
dynamics would have in any case generated rapidly-diverging tra-
jectories from the previous study, we decided to slightly perturb
the initial orbits. To generate new initial conditions for our integra-
tions, the value of the mean anomaly for particles starting in the m6

resonance, IMC population, and OMB population were re-random-
ized from that used by Bottke et al. (2002). For particles in the 3:1
mean-motion resonance, both the longitude of perihelion and
mean anomaly were changed, but in a way that preserved the va-
lue of the resonant argument, keeping the particles in the
resonance.

Table 1 shows the number of particles integrated for each of the
four asteroidal source regions for the Bottke et al. (2002) model,
our Bottke et al. (2002) (B02) recomputation, and the NEOSSat-
1.0 NEO orbital model (discussed in the next Section). The total
number of test particles integrated by Bottke et al. (2002) and for
our B02 recomputation are comparable, though we integrated less
than half as many particles initialized in the 3:1 resonance and
twice as many in the IMC source region. For the initial orbital ele-
ments of particles originating in each source region see Bottke et al.
(2002) Section 2 and their Fig. 1. These source regions are also
shown schematically in Fig. 1.

The N-body code SWIFT-RMVS4 was used to perform this com-
putation5 with a default timestep of �6 h. This tiny timestep al-
lowed high-speed encounters with Earth and Venus to be correctly
resolved. A record of the orbital elements of all test particles was
logged every 1000 years. The gravitational perturbations of Venus–
Neptune were included. Mercury was not present in these integra-
tions for the purpose of the recomputation. Once a test particle
reached the NEO region it was tracked until it either struck the
Sun, struck a planet, travelled outside 19 AU from the Sun, or the fi-
nal integration time was reached. Test particles were monitored for
150 Myr in each asteroidal source region.

Construction of the steady-state NEO orbital distribution was
the primary goal. This is expressed via a grid of a, e, i cells through-
out the inner Solar System covering a < 4.2 AU, e < 1.0, and i < 90�
with volume 0.05 AU � 0.02 � 2.00�. This is 12.5 times the resolu-
tion used by Bottke et al. (2002). The cumulative time spent by all
particles in each cell was normalized to the total time spent by all
particles in all cells of the q < 1.3 AU and a < 4.2 AU NEO region.
This determines the steady-state NEO orbital distribution supplied
by each source region. These residence time probability distribu-
tions, Rx(a,e, i), can be interpreted as the steady-state fraction of
NEOs from each source region x in that cell. Each source region is
then weighted by the best-fit parameters6 of Bottke et al. (2002)
to make the combined residence time distribution, RNEO(a,e, i), of
the NEO region. Though no particles of cometary origin were
The rmvs4 variant of the SWIFT package (Levison, 2008, private communication)
maintains the planetary positions to be the same regardless of timestep changes
induced by test-particle proximity.

6 am6 ¼ 0:37, aIMC = 0.27, a3:1 = 0.20, aOMB = 0.10, aJFC = 0.06.



Fig. 1. NEO class distinctions and source regions in a, e space. We restrict the NEO
population to orbits with q < 1.3 AU and a < 4.2 AU. Amors (1.017 < q < 1.3 AU),
Apollos (a > 1.0 AU, q < 1.017 AU), Atens (a < 1.0 AU, Q > 0.983 AU), Atiras (0.718 <
Q < 0.983 AU), Vatiras (0.307 < Q < 0.718 AU), and Vulcanoids (Q < 0.307 AU) are the
six NEO classes (blue) we adopt in this paper. The m6 secular resonance (red), 3:1
mean-motion resonance (red), Intermediate Mars Crossers (IMC) (green), and the
outer main-belt (OMB) (green) population constitute the asteroidal source regions
and the Jupiter-family comets (JFCs) (green) are the cometary source region used in
the B02 recomputation and the NEOSSat-1.0 NEO orbital integrations. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 2. Residence time probability distribution, RNEO(a,e, i), from our recomputation
of the Bottke et al. (2002) integrations using a smaller timestep. To monitor the
orbital evolution of each particle, a grid of a, e, i cells was placed throughout the
inner Solar System from a < 4.2 AU, e < 1.0, and i < 90� with volume
0.05 AU � 0.02 � 2.00� (Bottke et al., 2002). To create the a, e plot the i bins are
summed and the e bins are summed to create the a, i plot. The color scheme
represents the percentage of the steady-state NEO population contained in each bin.
Red colors represent cells where there is a high probability of particles spending
their time. The curved lines divide the NEO region into Amor, Apollo, Aten, and Atira
populations as well as indicate Venus and Mercury crossing orbits. (For interpre-
tation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)

7 For example, the even split of the B02 recomputation gives Atens = 7.0% of the
NEO population while the odd split gives Atens = 4.0%. Therefore, the percent error is
(7.0–4.0%)/2 or 1.5%.

8 For example, the 1.5% error given for the Aten estimate of the B02 recomputation
divided by 5.5% (the best estimate) is 0.27, so the relative fractional uncertainty is
about 1 part in 4.
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integrated for this recomputation, RJFC(a,e, i) from Bottke et al.
(2002) was available and used.

RNEOða; e; iÞ ¼ am6Rm6 þ aIMCRIMC þ a3:1R3:1 þ aOMBROMB þ aJFCRJFC

ð1Þ

Fig. 2 shows two projections ofRNEO(a,e, i) for our B02 recompu-
tation. In order to estimate how much of this residence time is due
to small-number statistics fluctuations, some of which are due to
single particles, two residence time distributions were computed
by splitting the even- and odd-numbered particle contributions
of the asteroidal source regions. The test particles were numbered
via the sequential incrementation of the initial conditions for each
source region; thus, splitting the even- and odd-numbered particle
contributions gives two comparable NEO distributions with very
similar initial conditions. The resulting residence time probability
distributions are shown in Fig. 3. The discrepancies between these
two plots give estimates of the importance of small-number statis-
tics in our B02 recomputation. Particularly, the a < 1.0 AU regions
of Fig. 3 show large discrepancies in the NEO populations, varying
by factors of 2–3.

Table 2 shows that the best estimates for the NEO class frac-
tions for our B02 recomputation agree (within our estimated
errors) with the conclusions of Bottke et al. (2002). Note that
Bottke et al. (2002) combined all Q < 0.983 AU objects into the
IEO population (Table 2) while we split this region into three
subpopulations: Atiras (0.718 < Q < 0.983 AU), Vatiras (0.307 < Q <
0.718 AU) which are objects decoupled from Venus, and Vulca-
noids which we require to have orbits with Q < 0.307 AU (the
perihelion of Mercury). For a graphical representation, Fig. 1
shows the NEO class boundaries we adopt in this paper. The IEO
class percentage given for the B02 recomputation and the NEOS-
Sat-1.0 model are simply the sum of the Atira, Vatira, and Vulca-
noid class percentages. Vatiras and Vulcanoids are discussed in
greater detail in Section 5.

The best estimates given in Table 2 are an average of the even/
odd split NEO class fractions. The percent errors given for the best
estimates are half of the difference in the NEO class fractions for
the even/odd splits of RNEO(a,e, i).7 The fractional errors given in Ta-
ble 2 are percent errors for each NEO class divided by the fractional
best estimate.8 The Bottke et al. (2002) uncertainties were originally
computed by varying their best-fit parameters for the source regions
within their estimated uncertainties and recomputing the NEO class
fractions (Bottke, 2011, private communication), but this neglects
the uncertainties due to small-number statistics in the integrations
themselves. The fractional errors of 0.3–0.5 for the a < 1.0 AU region
show the potential importance of small-number statistics in the B02
recomputation. Since this is the region of phase space NEOSSat will
be focusing its observations, we were motivated to compute a new
set of numerical integrations to model the steady-state distribution
of the NEO population with better statistics in the a < 1.0 AU region.



Fig. 3. In order to determine how much of the residence time probability
distribution displayed in Fig. 2 is due to small-number statistics fluctuations, some
of which are due to single particles, the residence time was computed by splitting
the even- and odd-numbered particle contributions of the asteroidal source regions.
Two projections of the resulting RNEO(a,e, i) are shown here. The even-numbered
particle contribution is shown in the top plot while the odd-numbered particle
contribution is shown in the bottom plot. The discrepancies between these two
plots show the potential importance of small-number statistics in our B02
recomputation. Particularly, the a < 1.0 AU regions show large discrepancies in
the NEO population. The fractions of NEOs in each class vary by a factor of 2–3
between the even and odd particle splits.
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3. NEOSSat-1.0 NEO orbital model

For the numerical integrations of the NEOSSat-1.0 orbital mod-
el, we used SWIFT-RMVS4 with a base timestep of �4 h. Note that
Table 2
NEO class percentages and fractional errors for both our B02 recomputation and the NE
decoupled object with 0.307 < Q < 0.718 AU. We define Vulcanoids as objects with Q < 0.307
are computed using the even/odd splits of the residence time distributions. For comparison,
are also given. Bottke et al. (2002) combine all Q < 0.983 AU objects into the IEO population.
are simply the sum of the Atira, Vatira, and Vulcanoid class percentages. The best estimate
errors) with the Bottke et al. (2002) NEO class best estimates.

NEO class Bottke et al. (2002) B02 recomputation

Best estimate (%) Best estimate (%)

Amor 31 ± 1 32.0 ± 0.1
Apollo 61 ± 1 57.7 ± 3.0
Aten 6 ± 1 5.5 ± 1.5
Atira – 3.9 ± 1.2
Vatira – 0.9 ± 0.4
Vulcanoid – 0.0 ± 0.0

IEO 2 ± 0 4.8 ± 1.6
the code adaptively reduces the timestep down to �10 min in deep
planetary encounters. Due to computational limitations a decade
ago, Bottke et al. (2002) were unable to consider including the
gravitational effects of Mercury in their integrations. The 4-h time-
step allows us to resolve even the highest-speed Mercury encoun-
ters in our computation. The inclusion of Mercury is important in
our efforts to better model the a < 1.0 AU NEO population. We in-
clude the gravitational perturbations of Mercury–Saturn. Only
point-mass Newtonian gravity is included. The orbital elements
of all particles were recorded every 300 years. Particles were
tracked from their starting points in one of the source regions until
they reached one of the following sinks: hit the Sun, hit a planet,
reached transuranian space (Q > 19 AU), or the final integration
time was reached. Almost no particles remained with q < 1.3 AU
at the end of the integrations.

The same perturbed initial condition algorithm for each asteroi-
dal source region used in the B02 recomputation was used, but
roughly six times as many particles were tracked (Table 1).
27,000 particles starting in the m6 secular resonance were followed
for 200 Myr. 19,740 particles starting in the 3:1 mean-motion res-
onance were followed for 200 Myr. 11,136 particles starting in the
IMC population were followed for 150 Myr and 3928 particles
starting in the OMB population were followed for 100 Myr. The
variation in total integration time for the 4 source regions reflects
the need to integrate until > 99% of the q < 1.3 AU particles were
eliminated. Altogether, these integrations took more than 300 core
years of computation to complete using the fastest cores available
in 2009. The output of the entire integration set is available upon
request.

The same bins (a < 4.2 AU, e < 1.0, and i < 90� with volume
0.05 AU � 0.02 � 2.00�) were used to express RNEO(a,e, i) for the
NEOSSat-1.0 model as our B02 recomputation. We continue to
use RJFC(a,e, i) computed by Bottke et al. (2002) to compute
RNEO(a,e, i). Fig. 4 shows the combined residence time distribution
of the five source regions, again using the best-fit weightings of
Bottke et al. (2002).

The particle evolutions do not show surprises compared to pre-
vious integrations, except for the rare outcomes mentioned in Sec-
tion 5. Largely, particles which enter the q < 1.3 AU NEO region
scatter gravitationally off the planets and migrate around in
(a,e, i) space. Most are removed quickly when they encounter a
strong resonance (usually the m6 or 3:1) and end in a sun-grazing
state. These paths to high-e via the m6 and 3:1 resonances can be
seen in Fig. 4 at a ’ 2 AU and a ’ 2.5 AU, respectively. The median
eccentricity of objects in the a > 2 AU NEO region is e ’ 0.5 and
rises slightly at lower a (Fig. 4). In particular, this produces a con-
centration of Mercury-crossing Apollos at a ’ 1.2 AU. The median
inclination for NEOs with a > 2 AU is ’15� with slight deficits at
OSSat-1.0 NEO model. An Atira has 0.718 < Q < 0.983 AU while a Vatira is a Venus-
AU. The uncertainties in our percent class estimates and the resulting fractional errors
the NEO class percentages computed by Bottke et al. (2002) and renormalized to 100%
The IEO class percentages for our B02 recomputation and the NEOSSat-1.0 NEO model
s for our B02 recomputation and the NEOSSat-1.0 model agree (within our estimated

NEOSSat-1.0 model

Fractional error Best estimate (%) Fractional error

0.003 30.1 ± 0.8 0.025
0.053 63.3 ± 0.4 0.007
0.28 5.0 ± 0.3 0.05
0.31 1.38 ± 0.04 0.03
0.47 0.22 ± 0.03 0.15
– 0.0 ± 0.0 –

0.34 1.6 ± 0.1 0.05



Fig. 4. Residence time probability distribution,RNEO(a,e, i), for the NEOSSat-1.0 NEO
orbital model. This figure is constructed the same as Fig. 2.

Table 3
The top portion gives the fraction of RNEO(a,e, i) from each source region for each NEO
class. Note the increasing relative importance of the m6 source for NEO classes nearer
the Sun. The bottom portion gives the planet crossing impact rate contributions from
NEO classes (Section 6). This can be interpreted as Atens contribute 20.3% of the Earth
crossing impact rate and Apollos contribute 79.7%, etc. The uncertainties for both
portions are computed using the even/odd particle splits of the residence time
distribution, expect for the JFC population where an uncertainty estimate is
unavailable.

Vatira Atira Aten Apollo Amor

% m6 81.3 ± 7.5 61.5 ± 0.5 52.1 ± 1.8 38.5 ± 0.2 30.0 ± 0.2
% 3:1 9.6 ± 4.3 15.3 ± 0.2 20.7 ± 2.5 21.3 ± 0.5 17.5 ± 0.5
% IMC 9.1 ± 3.3 23.2 ± 0.7 27.2 ± 0.7 24.5 ± 0.2 32.4 ± 0.8
% OMB 0 0 0 9.8 ± 0.9 12.7 ± 1.6
% JFC 0 0 0 6.0 7.3

% Earth impact – – 20.3 ± 0.9 79.7 ± 0.9 –
% Venus impact – 16.5 ± 0.1 19.8 ± 0.6 63.7 ± 0.5 –
% Mercury impact 3.2 ± 0.9 13.1 ± 0.2 26.4 ± 0.2 57.3 ± 0.9 –

Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 4 except displaying only the a < 1.0 AU region of the NEOSSat-
1.0 model. The right edge of the plots mark the Aten/Apollo boundary. Clear
population drop-offs are visible at Q = 0.983 AU (aphelion at Earth, to the right of
which are Atens) and Q = 0.718 AU (aphelion at Venus, to the left of which are
Vatiras, with Atiras occupying the region between the curved lines).
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a ’ 2 AU and a ’ 2.5 AU where the m6 and 3:1 resonances do not al-
low objects to increase much in inclination before being pushed
into the Sun. The median inclination rises to >25� at a < 1.5 AU.

The NEOSSat-1.0 model predicts Amors to be 30.0 ± 0.8% of the
steady-state NEO population and Apollos to be 63.3 ± 0.4% of the
population (Table 2). These best estimates agree (within our esti-
mated uncertainties) with those of Bottke et al. (2002). In addition,
the NEOSSat-1.0 model also allows the computation of the fraction
of RNEO(a,e, i) from each source region for each NEO class (top por-
tion of Table 3). For example, 21% of the Apollos come from the 3:1
resonance. Note that RNEO(a,e, i) gives the relative NEO class frac-
tions, not the absolute NEO population. Given there is estimated
to be �1000 H < 18 NEOs (Stuart, 2001; Bottke et al., 2002), these
estimates imply there should be �300 Amors and �600 Apollos
of this size at any time, with more at smaller diameters. More re-
cently, the NEOWISE team (Mainzer et al., 2011b) estimated there
are 981 ± 19 NEAs with diameters larger than 1 km (comparable to
but not identical to estimating the H < 18 NEO population); they
also estimate there are �20,500 D > 100 m NEOs, implying �6000
Amors and �13,000 Apollos down to that size at any time.

NEOSSat’s observations will be optimized to maximize
a < 1.0 AU detections, particularly seeking Atira-class asteroids.
Fig. 5 shows two projections of RNEO(a,e, i) rescaled for a < 1.0 AU
from the NEOSSat-1.0 orbital model. The median eccentricity for
Atens, Atiras, and Vatiras is ’0.4. Fig. 4 shows that the median
inclination climbs steadily from ’10� at a ’ 2 AU to ’30� at
a ’ 1.2 AU and drops to ’25� for Atens, Atiras, and Vatiras
(Fig. 5). The median inclination uncertainty is about a degree,
based on the inclination bin size of RNEO(a,e, i) and the even/odd
particle split.
Fig. 5 shows clear population drop-offs between Atens and
Atiras as well as between Atiras and Vatiras. The typical path of
NEAs moving from the main-belt to a < 1.0 AU orbits occurs via
planetary close encounters and resonances. Once objects enter
Earth-crossing space via resonances they often approximately be-
gin following lines of constant Tisserand parameter roughly paral-
lel to q ’ 1 AU until planetary close encounters put them onto
a < 1.0 AU orbits (Michel et al., 2000). If NEAs succeed in reaching



Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 3 except computed for the NEOSSat-1.0 model. The discrep-
ancies between these two plots are clearly much smaller than in our B02
recomputation (Fig. 3).
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the Aten and Atira regions, their dynamical lifetimes from that in-
stant then increase due to their orbital distance from the reso-
nances which can push them into the Sun (Gladman et al., 2000).
Protection mechanisms, such as Kozai, also increase their lifetimes
while on a < 1.0 AU orbits (Michel et al., 2000; Michel and Thomas,
1996).

Table 3 makes it clear that the NEO classes have different con-
tributions from the five source regions. The OMB and JFC sources
supply essentially no objects to the a < 1 AU region. It is also appar-
ent that the inner belt (m6) source becomes progressively more
dominant for NEO classes with lower and lower semimajor axis.
For example, the m6 source contributes nearly two thirds of the Ati-
ra asteroids but only about one third of the Apollos. Because the
source regions are likely feeding asteroids of different spectral
types into the NEO population, a difference in average colors (for
example) between Atens and Apollos does not necessarily imply
an evolutionary effect with time.

The NEOSSat-1.0 orbital model predicts Atens to be 5.0 ± 0.3% of
the steady-state NEO population, Atiras to be 1.38 ± 0.04%, and
Vatiras to be 0.22 ± 0.03% of the population (Table 2). These esti-
mates are smaller than those computed for the B02 recomputation,
but agree within the larger estimated errors of the latter. The
uncertainty for these predictions are significantly lower for the
NEOSSat-1.0 model. In addition to computing source region frac-
tions for each NEO class, the fraction of RNEO(a,e, i) from each
source region can also be done at an individual cell level, to deter-
mine the likelihood that an NEO came from a given source region.
For example, the cell containing NEO 163693 Atira (a = 0.741 AU,
e = 0.322, i = 25.6�) has 55 ± 6% of RNEO(a,e, i) coming from the m6

resonance, 22 ± 6% from the 3:1 resonance, 24 ± 6% from the IMC
population and 0% from the OMB and JFC populations. This can
be interpreted as Atira having a ’55% chance of originating in
the m6 resonance, etc. To determine the variation in this estimate,
the mean fraction of RNEO(a,e, i) coming from each source was
found by moving up and down one cell each in a, e, and i. The
uncertainties given are the standard deviation of this variation.
This source region mapper for the NEOSSat-1.0 model is available
upon request. To convert from relative NEO class estimates to
absolute values, given there are �1000 H < 18 NEOs, these esti-
mates imply there should be �50 Atens, �15 Atiras, and �2 Vatiras
of this size at any time, with more at smaller diameters. For
D > 100 m (approximately H < 21), there are �20,500 NEOs
(Mainzer et al., 2011b), implying �1000 Atens, �275 Atiras, and
�40 Vatiras exist of this size at any time.

3.1. Accuracy of the NEOSSat-1.0 NEO orbital model

Our usage of roughly six times as many particles as the Bottke
et al. (2002) integrations allows finer resolution. To graphically
illustrate the reduced importance of small-number statistics, we
split the NEOSSat-1.0 orbital integrations into even- and odd-num-
bered particle contributions in Fig. 6. The discrepancies between
these two plots are clearly now much smaller, especially in the
a < 1.0 AU region, compared to the RNEO(a,e, i) projections shown
in Fig. 3, as would be expected given the small fractional errors.

Estimates (Table 2) for the steady-state NEO class percentages
for both the NEOSSat-1.0 NEO orbital model and our B02 recompu-
tation are all within our estimated uncertainties for both. The new
NEO class contributions are within twice our estimated uncertain-
ties of the original Bottke et al. (2002) values, but since we are
using their same weighting factors this may not be surprising.
The fractional error estimates for the Apollo population is now a
factor of eight smaller. We did not refit our integrations to the
Spacewatch data because our analysis above shows that in the
Apollo and Amor regions, which dominate the Spacewatch detec-
tions, the NEOSSat-1.0 and Bottke et al. (2002) models are in agree-
ment, and thus the weightings will not change. It would be more
beneficial to fit our integrations to a new NEO survey, such as
the NEOWISE data (Mainzer et al., 2011a). However, given that
the recent NEO population estimates observed by NEOWISE (Main-
zer et al., 2011b) appear to be in rough agreement with the Bottke
et al. (2002) NEO population model, the source weightings are un-
likely to change much. The fractional errors make it clear we suc-
ceeded in decreasing the uncertainty in the fractional populations
of the a < 1.0 AU objects by a factor of more than 5. The number of
Atens and Atiras for our B02 recomputation varied by a factor of 2–
3 between the even- and odd-numbered particle splits. However,
the fractional errors of these two populations for the NEOSSat-
1.0 model are now less than 0.10. Since this is the region NEOSSat
will be focusing its observations, we are confident that the NEOS-
Sat-1.0 orbital model gives a better representation of the NEA stea-
dy-state distribution for the Aten and Atira regions than previous
models. The variation in the population of Mercury-crossing Apol-
los at a ’ 1.2 AU in the NEOSSat-1.0 model (Fig. 6) is much smaller
than before and thus this feature is a robust property of the NEO
distribution.
4. Caveats

Two possible issues with the NEOSSat-1.0 NEO orbital model
which may affect the interpretation of the model include degener-
acy between source regions and the exclusion of non-gravitational
effects in the integrations.



Fig. 7. This figure shows the aphelion (red), semimajor axis (black), and perihelion
(green) versus time of a particle from the NEOSSat-1.0 orbital integrations. This
particle rapidly reaches the Vatira state and remains there for the last �75 Myr,
�60% of its lifetime. It is a rare occurrence for a particle to reach the Vatira state so
quickly. This particle strikes Mercury with an impact speed of ’61 km/s at
’125 Myr. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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4.1. Degeneracy between source regions

One possible issue with the weightings found by Bottke et al.
(2002) and used for the NEOSSat-1.0 NEO model integrations is
the degeneracy between the m6 resonance and IMC populations.
These two source regions produce similar residence time probabil-
ity distributions because they partially overlap in phase space.
Bottke et al. (2002) recognized this degeneracy and attempted to
avoid the problem by integrating a large enough set of test bodies
within the clearly defined boundaries of the IMC and m6 resonance
source regions. It is also unclear if the IMC population is correctly
bounded and accurately populated in the initial conditions of the
integrations. To ensure their best-fit parameters for each source re-
gion were as accurate as possible, Bottke et al. (2002) computed
the flux rate of material feeding each of the source regions using
the number of objects in the steady-state population of each source
region and the mean lifetime spent by objects in each source
region from their integrations. These flux rates are important in
understanding the steady-state populations of both the source re-
gions and the NEOs they supply (Bottke et al., 2002). We accept the
method used by Bottke et al. (2002) for computing their weighting
factors is sufficient in decreasing the degeneracy problem. To bet-
ter address the issue, the NEOSSat-1.0 NEO orbital model should be
fit to a new NEO survey, such as the NEOWISE data (Mainzer et al.,
2011a) and the population of the IMC region checked against the
refitting. The roughly six times increase in the number of particles
integrated in the NEOSSat-1.0 NEO orbital model should combat
this degeneracy problem further.

4.2. Gravitational effects only included

The NEOSSat-1.0 orbital integrations include only point-mass
Newtonian gravitational effects. We believe the inclusion of other
physical effects will changeRNEO(a,e, i) by less than the current sta-
tistical uncertainties.

The RNEO(a,e, i) computations assume the NEA size distribution
does not vary over orbital element space, ignoring the possible ef-
fects of collisions, tidal disruptions, or thermal breakup. Collisions
(Farinella et al., 1993) and chaotic dissipation (Morbidelli and
Nesvorný, 1999; Carruba et al., 2003) may play a role in the supply
mechanisms from the main-belt but are of little importance for
km-scale NEAs in the NEO region. The effect of Yarkovsky drift is
believed to cause main-belt asteroids to migrate to either larger
or smaller a, allowing them to drift into the supply resonances
(Farinella and Vokrouhlický, 1999; Bottke et al., 2000b), but again
its effect on the large-scale NEO orbital distribution with q < 1.3 AU
should be minor. The Yarkovsky effect is more likely to affect the
NEO population estimate if Yarkovsky causes low e-amplitude ob-
jects to be injected and then decoupled into Mars-crossing orbits
before reaching q < 1 AU thus increasing the number of Amor-class
NEOs versus Apollos.
9 Provisional because it will be abandoned once the first discovered member of this
class will be named.
5. New populations discovered within the NEOSSat-1.0 NEO
orbital model

Analysis of the NEOSSat-1.0 orbital model showed the presence
of two new rare types of NEAs, which have little or not at all been
discussed in the literature.

5.1. Population of objects decoupled from Venus

Inspection ofRNEO(a,e, i) revealed the existence of NEAs with or-
bits entirely inside that of Venus. While it is obviously plausible
that a Venus encounter could pull an Aten orbit’s aphelion below
0.983 AU and thus decouple an NEO from the Earth to become an
Atira, a similar process for decoupling from Venus has not been
discussed. In the a < 1.0 AU region of RNEO(a,e, i) (Fig. 5), there are
clear population drop-offs at Q = 0.983 AU (aphelion at Earth) and
Q = 0.718 AU (aphelion at Venus). The 0.718 < Q < 0.983 AU popu-
lation are the Atira class NEOs. We have provisionally9 named ob-
jects with 0.307 < Q < 0.718 AU Vatiras, because they are Atiras
which are decoupled from Venus. The Q > 0.307 AU cut is to distin-
guish Vatiras from the Mercury-decoupled Vulcanoid population,
which we define as objects with Q < 0.307 AU. Fig. 1 shows the
NEO class boundaries we adopt in this paper. The Vatira population
is rare and makes up only’0.22% of the steady-state NEO orbital dis-
tribution (Table 2).

Most of the particles reaching the Vatira region spend little time
in this state integrated over their lifetimes, �0.25 Myr. Particles
reach the Vatira region via gravitational scattering in (a,e, i) space
due to planetary close encounters with Earth, Venus, and Mercury.
Objects in the Vatira region typically have i ’ 25� and e ’ 0.4
(Fig. 5). Only a few examples exist in our integrations of particles
long-lived (>1 Myr) in the Vatira region.

The orbital evolution of one long-lived Vatira is shown in Fig. 7.
This particle comes out of the m6 resonance and rapidly drops to the
Vatira state within �10 Myr via a set of Earth and Venus encoun-
ters; reaching the Vatira state this quickly is rare. About 5 Myr la-
ter, it experiences a close encounter which recouples it to Venus. It
then repeats this short decouple/recouple evolution before fully
decoupling from Venus at around 45 Myr into its lifetime. This
decouple/recouple process is dominated by Mercury close encoun-
ters. During this evolution, the particle’s inclination reaches ’40�.
It then remains in the Vatira state for �75 Myr during which time
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it random walks in a due to planetary close encounters with Mer-
cury before colliding with Mercury at �125 Myr. At termination,
i ’ 80� and at terminal impact is at a speed of ’61 km/s.

Fig. 8 shows a second example of a long-lived Vatira. This par-
ticle came out of the m6 resonance and spends most of the first
80 Myr as an Apollo. Planetary close encounters then lower a be-
low that of Venus and it spends �30 Myr oscillating between the
Aten and Atira classes due to its aphelion oscillating quickly. This
rapid oscillation is due to the Kozai resonance (or oscillation)
which occurs when the argument of pericenter librates around
either 90� or 270� instead of precessing (Kozai, 1962). For orbits
with a < 2 AU, Michel and Thomas (1996) showed the argument
of pericenter can also librate around 180�. By 115 Myr the parti-
cle’s a drops further due to Mercury encounters and it oscillates be-
tween the Vatira and Atira classes. Though the particle shown in
Fig. 8 appears to stay coupled to Venus after �110 Myr since its
aphelion oscillates near 0.718 AU, the nodal distances are never
outside 0.718 AU for the remainder of the particle integration be-
cause Kozai prevents the node from approaching the aphelion dis-
tance. It stays alive for another ’120 Myr due to the high
inclinations (between roughly 30� and 80�) reached during its Ko-
zai oscillations, putting it out of harm’s way of a planetary collision
with Venus, but is pushed into the Sun 228 Myr after leaving the
main-belt.

These long-lived Vatiras are rare. With typical lifetimes in the
Vatira region of a few hundred thousand years, most NEAs entering
the Vatira region do so several times as they experience planetary
close encounters which decouple and recouple the particle from
Venus before evolving back out in a. The median time after injec-
tion into the NEA region at which objects first enter the Vatira
Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 7 except of a particle from the NEOSSat-1.0 orbital integrations
which originates in the m6 resonance, spending the majority of the first 80 Myr as an
Apollo. Close encounters move it to an Aten orbit. Its aphelion then begins
oscillating quickly due to Kozai as it fluctuates between the Aten and Atira states.
Roughly 30 Myr later, the a drops further due to a planetary close encounter causing
it to oscillate between the Atira and Vatira classes. This particle lives long due to the
high inclinations (between roughly 30� and 80�) during its Kozai oscillations
putting it out of harm’s way of a planetary collision with Venus. It becomes a Sun
grazer 228 Myr after leaving the main-belt.
region is �17 Myr. The median lifetime of objects after their first
injection into the Vatira region is �21 Myr. 42% of these objects
are terminated because they do not stay decoupled from Venus
and eventually collide with Venus. 16% collide with Earth, 10% col-
lide with Mercury, and ’1% collide with Mars. 20% evolve onto
sun-grazing orbits, ’9% are still alive at the end of the integration,
’3% are thrown out of the Solar System, and ’1% hit the giant
planets. The �21 Myr timescale is longer than a typical Apollo
due to the orbital distance from resonances which can push them
onto sun-grazing orbits (Gladman et al., 2000).

Objects in the Vatira region are nearly unobservable from
Earth’s surface because they never reach solar elongations >45�.
The Messenger spacecraft could observe them from its position
in orbit around Mercury, but given the small-number of these ob-
jects that exist, we calculate the probability of Messenger finding a
Vatira is extremely small given the aperture and field of view of its
imaging system. During rare ‘‘eclipse seasons’’ where Earth’s dark
limb blocks the Sun, NEOSSat will be able to image this close to
the Sun, but again a detection is extremely unlikely. While one
may think this population of objects could affect the impact chro-
nology on Mercury, we calculate that only ’3.2% of the Mercury
impact rate comes from Q < 0.718 AU orbits (Table 3).

5.2. Vulcanoids

The existence of a non-negligible population of Venus-decou-
pled Vatiras thus begs the question as to whether any objects reach
orbits entirely interior to that of Mercury. Accepted convention
would likely to be to call such an object a Vulcanoid, although
the term is usually intended to mean an object which has been res-
ident inside Mercury for the entire lifetime of the Solar System
(Stern and Durda, 2000). The most obvious production path would
be a Vatira or Atira NEO that suffers a close encounter with Mer-
cury which converts the NEO’s orbit to one with aphelion at close
to the encounter point. With no planet interior to Mercury, a close
encounter cannot be then used to decouple from the planet, but
the object could interact with the border of a mean-motion reso-
nance with Mercury (or even high-order resonances of more-dis-
tant Venus or Earth) and have its eccentricity reduced. With the
Vatira evolutions as example, it is also clear that a large-i Mercury
crosser could temporarily decouple as part of a Kozai oscillation.

We examined the NEOSSat-1.0 integrations to search for the
appearance of Vulcanoids. Although we found several examples
of particles reaching orbits with aphelia Q smaller than Mercury’s
aphelion, there were no particles logged with Q < qMerc = 0.307 AU,
which we have adopted as the definition of a Vulcanoid (an orbit
entirely inside that of Mercury). The smallest observed Q was
Q = 0.348 AU, and the smallest NEO semimajor axis observed was
a = 0.344 AU for the same particle, an orbit entirely inside Mer-
cury’s semimajor axis but not perihelion. The fraction of
RNEO(a,e, i) with Q < QMerc is 0.006%, so we take this as a strong
upper limit to the possible value of the Vulcanoid fraction with
Q < 0.307 AU. Given this we would not expect a Vulcanoid from
an NEO source to exist larger than H ’ 21 on average.

If a Mercury-decoupled object is ever found, the possibility
should be considered that it is a NEO brought down through the
Atira and Vatira regions. The future lifetime of such an object will
be limited by Yarkovsky drift (Vokrouhlický et al., 2000) and colli-
sional grinding, but survival of 100-m scale NEAs for hundreds of
Myr is plausible.

5.3. Retrograde NEAs

Further analysis of the NEOSSat-1.0 integrations uncovered the
unexpected production of retrograde orbits from main-belt
asteroid sources. We find that NEAs originating in any of the four



Fig. 9. Residence time probability distribution, RNEO(a,e, i), for inclinations up to
180� for the NEOSSat-1.0 NEO orbital model. The color scheme represents the
logarithm of relative density of residence time spent in any given cell in relation to
the amount of residence time spent in all cells. The dashed line divides retrograde
from direct orbits. The retrograde NEA population makes up ’0.1% of the steady-
state NEO population. Two known retrograde NEOs are shown. (For interpretation
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

Fig. 10. ‘Top of the atmosphere’ impact speed distribution for asteroidal material
reaching Earth, Venus, and Mercury. The mean impact speed for Earth is 20.6 km/s,
for Venus is 24.7 km/s, and for Mercury is 37.9 km/s. Each planet’s distribution is
separately normalized.

10 For example, from the m6 source the expected number of impacts for Mercury/
Venus/Earth was 106/571/519 while those directly observed in the simulation were
91/563/517; the Poisson errors of the latter are consistent with the former.
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asteroidal source regions can eventually become retrograde, and
typically begin their evolution in the q < 1.3 AU region random
walking in a due to planetary close encounters. The majority of
particles which become retrograde (regardless of initial source)
do so via the 3:1 mean-motion resonance after they reach it by a
random walk in a. Once in the resonance, they often experience Ko-
zai oscillations in e and i which can pump their inclinations up to
80�. It is clear that Kozai alone does NOT result in the inclination
passing through 90�, because only a tiny fraction (if any) become
retrograde outside a resonance even if very high i’s are reached.
A dynamical phenomenon in the resonance then causes the incli-
nations to pass through 90�; the nature of this mechanism is un-
clear, but it is not planetary close encounters. About 86% of the
retrograde particles stay in the resonance and terminate within
10,000 years when the resonance pushes the high-e particles into
the Sun. 98% of the retrograde NEAs are eventually eliminated from
the integrations due to sun-grazing (Farinella et al., 1994), with
only ’2% thrown out of the Solar System. Because of their high rel-
ative encounter speeds caused by the retrograde orbit, gravita-
tional focussing is negligible and planetary collisions are rare
(<1%). A minority are kicked out of the retrograde-inducing reso-
nance due to a planetary close encounter, and then can in some
cases live tens of millions of years. The details of this mechanism
are the subject of another paper (Greenstreet et al., 2011); here
we provide only the orbital-element distribution of the retrograde
NEAs.

Fig. 9 shows R180(a,e, i) for the region a < 4.2 AU, e < 1.0, and
i < 180� (with cell volume 0.05 AU � 0.02 � 2.00�). This figure shows
the logarithm of the normalized fraction of time spent by particles in
each cell. A total of’0.1% ofR180(a,e, i) is in the retrograde NEA pop-
ulation. Although most of the retrograde objects flip while in the 3:1
resonance, R180(a,e, i) shows most of the power for the retrograde
objects near a ’ 2 AU. This is due to a single particle which flips in
the 3:1 resonance early in its lifetime and then spends �200 Myr
near 2 AU. There are two known retrograde NEAs: 2007 VA85
(a = 4.226 AU, e = 0.736, i = 131.769�) and 2009 HC82 (a = 2.528 AU, e =
0.807, i = 154.519�). These are plotted in Fig. 9.
6. Impact speeds and rates for Earth, Venus, and Mercury

Under the steady-state assumption, one can calculate the rela-
tive NEO impact rate onto Mercury, Venus, and Earth, as well as
the normalized distribution of ‘top of the atmosphere’ impacts
speeds. Our simulations cannot provide this information for Mars
due to the existence of q > 1.3 AU Mars-crossing asteroids not
modelled here.

This calculation is best performed using the detailed orbital his-
tories of all integrated particles. The intrinsic collision probability
and average impact speed onto each of the terrestrial planets were
computed by a method described by (Wetherill, 1967; Farinella
and Davis, 1994; Dones et al., 1999). This method gives the ex-
pected number of impacts that should be recorded in the simula-
tion, given the particle histories. This was first done separately
for each particle in each of the four asteroidal source regions, since
different numbers of particles were computed from each source.
We find extremely good agreement between the expected number
of impacts diagnosed by the collision probability code and the
number of impacts directly recorded in the simulations.10 This
agreement gives us confidence in the impact speed distribution
simultaneously derived from the collision probability algorithm.

The impact speed distribution from each source region was nor-
malized to the number of particles from that source which entered
the q < 1.3 AU NEO region. Since each source region is weighted
differently in its contribution to the overall NEO population, the
resulting normalized impact speed probabilities were weighted
by the source region fractions from Bottke et al. (2002). The result-
ing distributions were used to create the impact speed distribu-
tions for the terrestrial planets shown in Fig. 10. This figure
shows only the speed distribution resulting from asteroidal source
regions (neglecting the JFCs).

As a check, the impact speed distributions were also calculated
using the final residence time probability distributions. The orbital
elements of each (a,e, i) cell of volume 0.05 AU � 0.02 � 2.00� were
used to determine impact probabilities and mean speed, for the
cell center. For each planet, the fractional residence time was mul-
tiplied by that cell’s collision probability. Since the residence time
probability distributions are already normalized, the resulting
impact speed distribution could be directly compared to Fig. 10.



Table 4
Impact flux ratios (per unit surface area of target) for Venus/Earth and Mercury/Earth for the individual asteroidal source integrations as well as their weighted average. The
asteroidal steady-state ratios (computed from the residence time distribution) and the even/odd splits are given in order to estimate the uncertainties. The quantities measured
via the integrations should be more accurate and thus we quote those as best estimates but use the uncertainties from the odd/even splits of RNEO(a, e, i).

Impact flux ratio m6 3:1 IMC OMB Weighted Steady Even Odd

Venus/Earth 1.22 1.19 1.10 0.77 1.13 1.12 ± 0.01 1.11 1.12
Mercury/Earth 1.40 1.31 1.04 0.78 1.21 1.26 ± 0.04 1.22 1.30
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Because the residence time distribution has much less detailed
information than the particle integrations, the former produces
noisier, but otherwise similar, impact speed distributions. This al-
lowed us to compare these distributions with and without the
JFC source included in the steady-state orbital distribution. Unsur-
prisingly, because the JFC source is only ’6% of the NEO population
and the impact probability per JFC is small compared to most NEAs,
the impact speed distributions are nearly identical with and with-
out the JFC source included. We thus present only the asteroidal
impact speed distribution; workers wishing to include the come-
tary speed distribution should probably also include all other com-
etary sources (Halley-type and long-period comets as well).

The NEA impact speed distribution onto Earth is extremely sim-
ilar to that shown in Gallant et al. (2009) at lower speed resolution,
with a strong peak near 15 km/s and long tail out to 45 km/s. The
venusian impact speeds (which should be interpreted as ‘top of the
atmosphere’ speeds) peak only slightly faster (�16 km/s), with a
tail extending to higher speeds (55 km/s) due to the greater helio-
centric speeds in closer to the Sun. When converted to cumulative
form, the venusian speed distribution is similar to that approxi-
mated by McKinnon et al. (1997). In the case of Venus the interac-
tion of the impactor with the massive atmosphere of course has a
critical further role in determining if the surface is reached.

Marchi et al. (2009) published a Mercury impact speed distribu-
tion in comparison with the Earth–Moon system based on a frac-
tion of the Bottke et al. (2002) simulations; one must compare
our results with their large (L) distribution shown in their Fig. 11
which has not been modified from the pure-gravity model. The
importance of small-number statistics in the integrations is evi-
dent in the impact speed distribution of Marchi et al. (2009);
although there is a broad distribution with maximum probability
in the 40–50 km/s range, the two narrow peaks (at ’29 and
41 km/s) in their distribution are almost certainly due to two single
particles that get lodged in long-lived Mercury-crossing orbits; in
comparison, our impact speed distribution for Mercury is much
smoother. Recently Le Feuvre and Wieczorek (2011) produced an
improved Mercury impact speed distribution using the complete
Bottke et al. (2002) model, which retains the broad maximum at
40–50 km/s but in which these two peaks are absent. In contrast,
both of these earlier impact speed distributions lack the strong
Mercury impact speed peak we see near 27 km/s, that is a robust
feature of the NEOSSat-1.0 calculation, produced by the well-pop-
ulated ‘finger’ near a ’ 1.2 AU visible in Fig. 4. The much finer
timestep and the presence of Mercury in our integrations means
that our q < 0.45 AU region is more accurately defined; we feel con-
fident in our result, especially because the Earth and Venus speed
distributions (less sensitive to the larger timestep) agree well with
previous estimates. We thus predict a Mercury impact flux more
dominated by low-speed impactors than both these workers de-
rived from the Bottke et al. (2002) integrations.

In addition to the impact speed distributions, the NEOSSat-1.0
integrations also permit the computation of relative impact rates
on Mercury, Venus, and Earth. While it would be most desirable
to have crater formation rates as a function of crater diameter, this
depends not only on the speed distribution but also the size distri-
bution of the impactors and the cratering scaling law used. We pre-
fer to remain as close as possible to the direct measurements we
can draw from the integrations; our impact speed distributions are
available on request for workers who wish to assert their favored
impactor size distribution and generate cratering-rate estimates. In-
stead, we present only the relative ‘top of the atmosphere’ impact
rate, for fixed size impactor. This requires the assumption that the
NEO size distribution does not vary in different regions of orbital ele-
ment space. This is almost certainly untrue for comets, which may
split for low perihelia, and may also be false for asteroids. Asteroids
on orbits with higher planetary encounter probability may be prone
to tidal disruption (Richardson et al., 1998) potentially altering the
size distribution as a large object turns into many smaller ones.
However, because comets are a minor fraction of the impact flux
and because the rest of the literature also operates under the
assumption that the NEA size distribution does not vary over orbital
element space, we proceeded to compute impact rates. When we
weight the source regions as described above, we find that the im-
pact rate (per NEO per square kilometer of target) ratio is
1.13 ± 0.01 for Venus/Earth and 1.21 ± 0.04 for Mercury/Earth (Ta-
ble 4). Le Feuvre and Wieczorek (2008, 2011) found these ratios to
be 1.11 and 1.15 respectively. The roughly 5% higher Mercury impact
rate we find would translate into younger surfaces on Mercury when
dated via impact-cratering chronology (e.g. Marchi et al., 2009) if
rate was the only factor; because we simultaneously also argue that
mercurian impact speeds are slightly slower on average, the effect
will be reduced.

Note that the various source regions give different planetary
impact flux ratios (Table 4). Due to their ability to more efficiently
deliver long-lived asteroids to high-e orbits, the m6 and 3:1 provide
relatively more Venus and Mercury impactors than the other
source regions. If future recalibration of the source fractions (a) oc-
cur the planetary impact ratios will also change accordingly.

More interestingly, Table 3 listed the fraction of each planet’s im-
pact rate which is contributed by NEOs of the various dynamical
classes. Due to geometrical factors and shorter orbital periods, the
low-a classes always produce a proportionally larger contribution
to each planet’s impact flux than their absolute number fraction
would imply. For example, Atens make up only 5.0/(5.0 + 63.3) =
7.4% of the Earth crossing population, but contribute 20.3% of the im-
pact flux due to their higher collision probability; this fact is previ-
ously discussed in the literature (see, for example Bottke et al.
(1994)). We can extend this analysis to even lower semimajor axes.
Apollos/Atens/Atiras make up 86.3%/10.7%/3.0% of the Venus-cross-
ing orbits, respectively, but the Atiras contribute 16.5% of the venu-
sian impact rate. The situation is even more extreme for Mercury,
whose Apollo/Aten/Atira/Vatira fractions are 82.3%/13.2%/3.4%/
0.8% of the Mercury-crossing NEOs but for which Apollos make up
only 57% of the impact rate while Vatiras contribute four times their
weight, at 3.2% of the mercurian impact rate. Even still, neglecting
the Vatira population would produce only a small error in the mer-
curian cratering rate but ignoring the Atira-class asteroids, which
supply 13% of the mercurian impact rate, could produce a serious
underestimate of the flux.

7. Summary and conclusions

We present the NEOSSat-1.0 orbital model of the steady-state
NEO distribution with larger statistics that permit finer resolution
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and less uncertainty in the a < 1.0 AU region, the focal point of
Canada’s NEOSSat’s observations. Although this model was pro-
duced for the purpose of optimizing the NEOSSat pointing strategy
to discover and track NEOs with a < 1.0 AU, the model is not depen-
dent upon the satellite in any way. The Atira asteroid class repre-
sents ’1.4% of the NEO population, and these objects typically
have i � 25� and will thus be found most often at high ecliptic
latitudes when viewed from Earth or Earth orbit. Analysis of our
integrations provided an accurate characterization of the popula-
tion of objects decoupled from Venus. This population, which we
call Vatiras, constitutes ’0.22% of the steady-state NEO orbital
distribution. We put an upper bound on the potential Vulcanoids
produced via an NEA supply chain. We also show a supply path
for the production of retrograde orbits from main-belt asteroid
sources. The population of retrogade NEAs is estimated to be
’0.1% of the steady-state NEO orbital distribution and is domi-
nantly supplied via the 3:1 mean-motion resonance with Jupiter.
We also calculate the relative NEO impact rate onto Mercury,
Venus, and Earth, as well as the normalized distribution of impacts
speeds and impact flux ratios for Venus/Earth and Mercury/Earth,
showing that the Mercury impact rate (at fixed size) is higher
and typical impact speeds lower than previous estimates. Upon re-
quest, the following products of the NEOSSat-1.0 NEO orbital mod-
el are available:

1. The full set of integrations (0.5 terabyte) at 300 year output
intervals including the gravitational perturbations of Mer-
cury–Saturn.

2. Residence time probability distribution, R(a,e, i), for each of the
five asteroidal and cometary source regions as well as the com-
bined RNEO(a,e, i) for a < 4.2 AU, e < 1.0, and i < 180�.

3. The fraction in each cell of RNEO(a,e, i) that came from each
source region.

4. ‘Top of the atmosphere’ asteroidal impact speed distributions
for Mercury, Venus, and Earth.

5. A realization of the NEO population consisting of 30,000 NEOs
extracted from the NEOSSat-1.0 NEO orbital model.
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